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SUMMARY 

The Capacity for Research and Advocacy for Fair Taxation (CRAFT) project was developed through 
collaboration between Oxfam Novib, Tax Justice Network-Africa (TJN-Africa) and other country 
based partners.  With the start of the CRAFT project in January 2012, a unique global consortium 
has been built to increase research and advocacy capacity of civil society for fair taxation in several 
targeted countries in Africa, the Middle East and Asia (Uganda, Mali, Senegal, Nigeria, Ghana, 
Egypt and Bangladesh) with a view to achieve accountable, fair and pro-poor tax systems. This re-
port describes the results of the CRAFT activities in 2012-2013.  

 

The issue of tax is gaining momentum globally and so far CRAFT has achieved encouraging results. 
CRAFT increasingly provides a platform for dialogue between varieties of stakeholders – including 
Revenue Authorities, Ministries of Finance and Members of Parliament - realizing they have a com-
mon interest: raising and using taxes in their country in a fair way. The consortium that presently im-
plements CRAFT consists of Tax Justice Network-Africa, SEATINI Uganda, SUPRO Bangladesh, 
PCQVP Mali, ECESR Egypt, CISLAC Nigeria, Forum Civil Senegal, the Ghana Integrity Initiative and 
Oxfam Novib. CRAFT is running on an approximate budget of € 800.000 per year. So far the project 
has been supported by the International Tax Compact (ITC) sponsored by GIZ, the European Union, 
the Dutch Government and Oxfam Novib. The main results so far are: 

 

1. CRAFT contributed enormously to a better understanding of and insight in the tax issues in 
Uganda, Nigeria, Ghana, Mali, Senegal, Egypt and Bangladesh. Fourteen baseline studies 
and action researches generated an imposing amount of new tax (justice) knowledge and 
data giving a firm basis for both the civic education and advocacy campaigns. Also on conti-
nental and global level the research outcomes contribute to stronger advocacy arguments for 
a more fair and just tax systems. 
 

2. CRAFT Tax Justice trainings and  meetings proved effective capacity building events, which 
greatly enhanced knowledge, understanding and skills related to fair taxation of around 2000 
people  from more than 100 organizations (NGO’s, CBOs, tax authorities). 
 

3. CRAFT Uganda generated an impressive outreach and visibility of tax justice and lively na-
tional and regional debates on current taxation system and policies. This was reached 
through a good coverage of the issues in all major national newspapers, on various radio sta-
tions (spots and talk shows) and television. In depth debates were held during more than 25 
national and local CRAFT meetings, assembling over 1.100 participants during 18 months. 
 

4. One of the greatest merits of all CRAFT partners is that, despite their critical opinion on the 
current tax system and policy and their strong call for change, they have been able to build 
positive and open working relations with and assure active participation in CRAFT activities 
of most relevant stakeholders like Revenue Authorities, Members of Parliament and Minis-
tries of Finance. Without question, this will prove beneficial for realizing proposed policy 
changes in a later stage. 
 

5. Two years of CRAFT activities have also resulted in a strong and still growing CRAFT alli-
ance. Bi-annual global CRAFT meetings enabled alliance partners to exchange experience, 
discuss strategic issues and build mutual confidence. Since many tax issues are trans 
boundary, regional or even global action is needed. Also at national level, all CRAFT coun-
tries have made significant progress with building tax justice alliances. 
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GLOSSARY  

 

AfDB African Development Bank 

CISLAC Civil Society Legislative Advocacy Centre – CRAFT lead partner Nigeria 

CSO Civil Society Organization 

DGAP Democratic, Governance & Accountability Programme 

DGIS Directorate-General for International Cooperation (The Netherlands) 

EABC East Africa Business Council 

EALA East African Legislative Assembly 

ECESR Egyptian Centre for Economic and Social Rights – CRAFT lead partner Egypt 

ECOWAS Economic Community of West African States 

EITI Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative 

FTI Fair Tax Index (formerly Open Revenue Index) 

FC Forum Civil – CRAFT lead partner Senegal 

GII Ghana Integrity Initiative – CRAFT lead partner Ghana 

GIZ Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit  

GRA Ghana Revenue Authority 

ITC International Tax Compact (GIZ) 

MPs Members of Parliament 

ON Oxfam Novib 

PCQVP Publish What you Pay (Publiez Ce Que Vous Payez) - CRAFT lead partner Mali 

SEATINI Southern and Eastern African Trade, Information and Negotiations Institute – CRAFT 
lead partner Uganda 

SUPRO Sushasoner Jonny Procharavizan – CRAFT lead partner Bangladesh 

TJN-A Tax Justice Network Africa 

UNECA United Nations Economic Commission for Africa 

URA Uganda Revenue Authority 
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1 CRAFT – MAKE TAX FAIR 

 

1.1 Rationale 
 
Fair taxation is the most sustainable way of financing development and ending aid dependency. Tax 
has a redistributive function which can reduce inequality, when it is designed in an appropriate way, 
especially through progressive taxation of income and wealth.  
 
But tax revenues in developing countries fall short of what realistically could be obtained when ana-
lyzing their actual potential and capacity, both in terms of efficiency and progressiveness. Broadly, 
tax policies in developing countries are biased towards consumption and wage taxes which impose a 
higher tax burden on poorer households and formal sector employees. On average, 18% of GDP 
comes from tax revenue in African countries compared to an av-
erage of 38% in Western European countries, due to a combina-
tion of several factors: weak tax administrations, regressive tax 
regimes, dependence on consumption taxes and insufficient use 
of capital taxes (wealth, property, capital and land are under 
taxed). When it comes to natural resources rich countries, the 
contradiction becomes even more explicit. In the next decade, 
more than 1 trillion US dollars worth of natural resources will be 
extracted from Africa (Paul Collier). In the meantime, poorly nego-
tiated mining contracts will undermine state revenues for decades. 
All this combined diminishes the tax base. Profit shifting and transfer mispricing by multinational 
companies erode the tax base even further. Also, poor governance and accountability of fiscal sys-
tems (both in tax collection and in allocation of public investment) increases the risk of corruption 
and mismanagement, which decreases the developmental impact of domestic resources.  
 
As a result of all the above, inequality increases and as public goods are no longer fully funded, the 
most fundamental human rights such as the right to food, health or education cannot be guaranteed. 
Taxation is also at the heart of the social contract between citizens and their government. It has 
been confirmed that citizens who have more positive perceptions of government performance 
through the provision of quality public services such as water, health, education and sanitation are 
more committed to tax norms and have become more willing to pay tax (Nic Cheeseman). 
 
But there is a large consensus, at international fora, which recognizes the space for improvements 
now. Governments in developing countries are stepping up to introduce tax reforms which will allow 
increases in tax revenue. Oxfam research1 found that improving tax collection could potentially raise 
$269 billion annually, which would be sufficient to cover 60% of the financing requirements for 
achieving the Millennium Development Goals.  But the challenge is to include progressiveness, fair-
ness and redistribution in all new tax reforms that are designed.  For this to happen, space for citizen 
participation is crucial, while facing corporate and elitist pressures. Oxfam has calculated that at 
least $18.5 trillion is hidden by wealthy individuals in tax havens worldwide, representing a loss of 
more than $156 billion in tax revenue.2 Why should ordinary citizens pay tax if their leaders hide their 
wealth offshore? Willingness to pay tax is very dependent on return on investment for citizens. Will-
ingness to pay tax is crucial for building the democratic legitimacy of states.  
 

 

1
 “Progressive taxation, towards fair tax policies” (Oxfam, September 2011) 

2
 “Tax on the “private” billions now stashed away in havens enough to end extreme world poverty twice over”(Oxfam Media briefing, 

May 2013) 
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1.2 Our response: make tax fair 
 
Civil participation in taxation not only contributes to state-building, important for sustainable devel-
opment, but also strengthens state capacity, central in sustaining state legitimacy. Representation in 
taxation requires that civil society actors have the necessary capacity to understand and analyse tax 
issues. Currently there is still a substantial lack of capacity and insight of civil society into the techni-
cal-fiscal domain of a country’s tax system. Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) have expressed a 
need for further capacity building in the domain of tax advocacy.  
 
By enhancing civil society’s knowledge, research, alliances and advocacy capacity, an agenda for 
change will trigger campaigns and mobilize civil and public pressure to make tax fair. CSOs need to 
be supported to build networks and alliances to raise awareness, engage into policy advocacy and 
create linkages between national activities, regional work and global campaigns. When citizens be-
come more aware of their rights and responsibilities as tax payers, public scrutiny over revenue col-
lection and allocation increases. Civil society has several means to promote fair and pro-poor tax 
systems. It can provide public forums (round tables) for informed discussions and reinforced public 
scrutiny of tax governance; it can promote a national dialogue on the desirability of more progressive 
taxation and engage in civic education and popular mobilization to increase willingness to pay taxes. 
Then, civil society is well positioned to demand transparency on who pays how much tax.  
 
The CRAFT project was developed through collaboration between Oxfam Novib and Tax Justice 
Network-Africa (TJN-Africa) and other country based partners. The project reaches out to mobilize 
civil societies in several countries in Africa, the Middle East and Asia (Uganda, Mali, Senegal, Nige-
ria, Ghana and Egypt, Bangladesh) on fair taxation.  
 
With the start of the CRAFT project in January 2012 a unique global consortium has been built to 
enhance the research and advocacy capacity of civil society for fair taxation in several targeted 
countries. The consortium that implements CRAFT and signed an MoU in July 2012 , consists of Tax 
Justice Network-Africa, SEATINI Uganda, SUPRO Bangladesh, PCQVP Mali, ECESR Egypt, CIS-
LAC Nigeria, Forum Civil Senegal, the Ghana Integrity Initiative and Oxfam Novib.  The CRAFT alli-
ance proactively seeks the collaboration with and cooperation of Tax Authorities and Ministries of 
Finance in these countries. CRAFT increasingly provides a platform for dialogue between varieties of 
stakeholders realizing they have a common interest: raising and using taxes in their country in a fair 
way.  
 

So far the project has been supported by the International Tax Compact (ITC) sponsored by GIZ, the 
European Union, DGIS (Netherlands government) and Oxfam Novib. CRAFT is running on an ap-
proximate budget of € 750.000 per year. In view of the very encouraging results achieved so far we 
will seek to build on the project’s successes, increasing the impact and the scope of our project, 
which would require a budget increase to € 1 million annually. This report describes the progress of 
the CRAFT activities in 2012 and 2013. 

Overall objective To enhance democratic accountability and achieve fiscal justice through fair (in-
ter)national tax systems, which reduce inequality, fight profit shifting and avoid tax competition, lead-
ing to an increase in tax revenues and public expenditure for essential services3. 

 

Specific objective To support and strengthen the capacity of civil society organizations to undertake 
monitoring, watchdog and advocacy actions to achieve fair tax systems in targeted countries. Fur-
thermore, to support emerging CSO networks in Asia and the Middle East. 

 

3
 This is a re-formulation of the original objective that has been agreed upon during the 5

th
 Stakeholder meeting in Tunis in March 

2013, including tax dodging and public expenditure more explicitly. 
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Intervention strategy 

The CRAFT intervention strategy comprises of five result areas:  

1. Research: Building vital research capacity to gain good insights in the tax justice dynamics. 
The project will research the existing taxation policy and practice, detect the underlying 
trends and formulate a vision on what pro-poor and fairer taxation should look like in each 
country specifically. Although the common traits are very marked, the tax situation and the 
specific issues to address and the best strategy to address them do vary greatly from country 
to country. Thus a tailor-made approach is needed to set up a valid political and policy 
agenda on fair taxation.  

2. Training: Increasing the knowledge base of civil society, parliamentarians, journalists and 
others related to tax collection and evasion and avoidance issues. Enhancing subject-matter 
competence to create a critical mass of activists with proper knowledge on tax revenue and 
strategic advocacy will be undertaken through a participatory training programme. The pro-
ject will enhance the capacity in civil society organizations yet also in grassroots leadership 
and in media to profoundly understand the various dimensions of tax justice and how civic 
awareness and advocacy campaigns can be undertaken strategically. Activities will be based 
on a modular approach, attracting specialists in relevant fields (tied to the research) and re-
laying whenever possible on training of trainers to maximise impact.  

3. Civic Education: Popular mobilization and civic awareness programmes, to provoke social 
pressure to change tax policies and practices wherever these are ineffective or unjust. The 
project will aim at raising the awareness of the public on concepts such as pro-poor and fair 
taxation systems in view of promoting civic behaviours and increasing citizens’ willingness to 
pay taxes.  

4. Policy Advocacy: Engage in targeted policy advocacy to change tax systems: policies and 
practices. The project engages with the state in political lobby and builds national and inter-
national partnerships by participating in (global) policy networks. Improved tax policies and 
practices and formal cooperation across multiple countries and levels of government are 
needed. 

5. Alliance Building: Alliance and coalition building to gain strength and synergy within civil 
society as change agents, both within countries and to gain in learning capacity through link-
ing up regionally and globally.  

Ways of working 
The CRAFT initiative started in 2011, during that year the first three global stakeholder meetings 
were held in January, February and December 2011. These meetings involved a participatory proc-
ess to develop and elaborate the project plan and CRAFT consortium with all stakeholders. During 
the second statkeholder meeting in February 2011 a first MOU was signed for the fundraising phase 
of the project (roughly March 2011 until March 2012)  
 
The implementation phase started in January 2012 based on a consolidated annual action plan, 
budget and reporting. Implementation at country level starts when an external donor or Oxfam Novib 
grant covers (part of) the budget and a contract to this end has been signed. The consortium part-
ners are all organisations directly involved in the management and implementation of the CRAFT 
project. The Lead Consortium partner is Oxfam Novib (ON). In this capacity, Oxfam is responsible 
for overall management of the project, all communication with donors and for proper management 
and distribution of funds. It is agreed that all consortium partners adhere to the project planning cycle 
described in the MOU and endorse the project management structure and commit to an evaluation 
and learning strategy. A generic project proposal (May 2011) formulates objectives, results and ac-
tivities. For each country lead organization, these need to be adjusted and adapted to the national 
context and circumstances each year.  

The issues that are being discussed under the CRAFT project are of great interest to governments especially 
tax administrations. I was able to pick up a couple of issues that are now being discussed at both national 
and regional level. I hope to use this forum to continue sharing new developments in our tax system and also 
get to hear from colleagues from other countries on how we can work with CSO's in making taxation fair and 
being accountable to our taxpayers. Simon Ngabirano (Manager, Uganda Revenue Authority) 
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All consortium members formulate and implement an action plan and budget annually. The format 
for this action plan includes: tax policy update; specific country objective; information on role of na-
tional coalition members; activities (related to overall project proposal); results; indicators to measure 
results and budget. We aim to organize twice a year in June/July or December/January a CRAFT 
stakeholder meeting to plan for the next half year and exchange lessons learned. The project at 
country level consists of a lead organisation in which a project coordinator is established. The coor-
dinator is responsible for undertaking baseline and action research, civic education, policy advocacy 
and setting up a tax justice coalition, alliance or network in his/her country. After the signing of the 
CRAFT MoU in Entebbe in July 2012 the global consortium is up and running and the CRAFT im-
plementation is in full swing.  
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2  PROGRESS PER INTERVENTION STRATEGY  

 

2.1 Research  
 
Obviously most significant progress during 2012/2013 can be seen from activities under this inter-
vention strategy.  All seven participating CRAFT countries finalized a national Baseline Study and an 
Action Research,  giving a good insight in the tax situation in each country, identifying the magnitude 
of the tax gap, quantifying and qualifying the main sources of tax leakage and tax raising opportuni-
ties, and disclosing which actors and stakeholders are at play.  
 

Most studies have been published and launched during special events to create maximum attention 
to the outcomes. These meetings were very well attended by relevant stakeholders, like representa-
tives of Revenue Authorities, Ministries of Finance, journalists, CSOs, trade unions. After the launch 
the reports have been dispersed further. 

In three countries (Uganda, Egypt and Nigeria), partners have translated the research outcomes in 
clear and realistic policy recommendations which were published in four Policy Reform Briefs. These 
policy briefs provide the basis for the advocacy strategy in each country to promote a fair, transpar-
ent and pro-poor tax system. 

Key achievements 

 Seven Baseline study finalized Seven Action research finalized  

 Three Citizen Satisfaction surveys realized (two in Uganda and one in Nigeria) 

 Two Needs Assessment studies conducted ( Uganda and Ghana) 

 Four Tax Reform Briefs produced and published (Uganda, Egypt, two in Nigeria) 

 Publication “Tax us if you can: Why Africa Should Stand Up for Tax Justice” translated in 
French 

 Study released on Tax Competition in East Africa under the title Tax Competition in East Af-
rica: A race to the bottom, with specific reports for Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania. 

 

2.2 Training 

During this first phase, two major global training events were organized, in Nairobi (November 2012) 
and Cairo (June 2013), during which the newly developed CRAFT training manual was used.  Both 
trainings were very well attended by representatives of all country lead organizations, Oxfam Novib 
Country offices and other relevant CSOs from participating countries. In total 45 people from 32 or-
ganizatons participated in the trainings. Moreover, the global CRAFT training manual has been 
adapted to the national context in four countries: Uganda, Nigeria, Ghana and Egypt. So far national 
trainings have been organized in Uganda, Mali, Nigeria and Ghana. Preparations are made for 
Egypt, Nigeria and Bangladesh.  

Key achievements 

 Three training modules developed by TJN-A: basic and advanced taxation issues and civic 
education.  

 Two global trainings realized with 45 participants from 32 CSOs Global training modules 
adapted to national context for in-country trainings in Uganda, Ghana, Nigeria and Egypt.  

 Four countries organized national CRAFT trainings: Uganda (41 participants), Ghana (22 
participants), Nigeria (51 participants) and Mali. 
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2.3 Public Awareness  
 
CRAFT civic awareness campaigning in Uganda, Mali and Nigeria already proved a success. 
SEATINI Uganda organized a campaign in collaboration with more than 60 campaigners during the 
first quarter of 2013. During the campaign four talk shows were transmitted on major regional radio 
stations. Also policymakers and community meetings were held in 12 districts. During the meetings 
campaigners used leaflets and other resources materials to illustrate their speeches. PCQVP in Mali 
saw its first achievement from a small scale popular tax campaign. Public pressure, resulting from 
this CRAFT campaign, forced the General Tax Directorate during the reporting period to initiate a 
process of public dialogue on taxation.  CISLAC Nigeria noticed that tax and domestic resource mo-
bilization have become frequent subject of discussion and media articles. SUPRO Bangladesh real-
ized outreach activities through local public hearings in as many as 45 districts. All partners have 
incorporated influential media representatives in the various CRAFT activities to ensure sufficient 
media coverage on tax justice topics. 
 
The first phase of CRAFT yielded a wide range of education and promotion material. Particularly, 
SEATINI Uganda produced a variety of materials, from leaflets, sticker and banners to gadgets like 
caps and t shirts. Radio spots were broadcasted in various local languages of Uganda. Also CISLAC 
Nigeria published and disseminated considerable amounts of promotional booklets, posters and leaf-
lets. 
 
Key achievements  

 Civic Education Strategy developed in Uganda, Ghana, Mali and Nigeria. 

 Civic Education campaign realized in Uganda and public meetings started in Mali, Nigeria 
and Bangladesh 

 Diverse visibility materials produced and disseminated in Uganda and Nigeria  

 Radio spots, television broadcast and various articles in national newspapers in Uganda 

 Four Radio Talk Shows in Uganda 

 Regional policy and community meetings in 12 districts in Uganda 

 Media meeting organized in Uganda with 35 participants 
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Campaign material Uganda 

 
2.4 Policy Advocacy  
 
Though an official and serious advocacy campaign was only planned for in Uganda, all CRAFT part-
ners actually started advocating for change almost right from the start. Obviously, launching the re-
search outcomes provided an excellent opportunity to inform and convince relevant policy makers on 
the need for change. Uganda in particular has a clear and strategic campaign strategy in place. 
Other partners will develop and validate an official advocacy strategy in the next phase in order to 
bring the campaign to a higher level and to pursue policy change more actively. 
 
Despite the fact that policy changes usually need long-term perseverance, SEATINI Uganda suc-
ceeded to accomplish the first tangible result. In July 2013 the Minister of Finance announced that 
the Government will scrap all tax incentives to individuals after demands for transparency from MPs 
who attended a CRAFT workshop. 
 
Trends and issues 
A review of the country-studies so far, shows both wide similarities and diversity in the challenges of 
tax policy for the different countries. Even in the cases where countries show similarities, peculiari-
ties of the different country contexts still reflect distinct differences in challenges faced.  Over twenty 
issues were observed, however for ease of presentation these are categorized under four broad 
themes; tax incentives; tax base; bureaucracy and corruption. 
 
Abuse of tax incentives 
This issue was widespread in the various country studies but particularly emphasized in the cases of 
Uganda, Ghana, Egypt and Bangladesh. The observation which cuts across the various countries 
beyond the abuse of this mechanism relate to the consequent undermining of its otherwise well in-
tended objective. The value addition of the studies however could be seen in the different forms and 
shapes that the observed abuses take. For Uganda, it is seen in the misapplication of an exemption 
facility coupled with high discretionary powers in the hands of public officials. In Bangladesh, it 
shows in exemptions offered to particular sectors of the economy as well as exemptions covering 
high numbers of expatriates in the country. The bluntness of exemptions as a policy tool is also seen 
in Ghana, however, more unique to Ghana also is an observed disincentive of frequent amnesties 
granted to tax offenders which in turn creates future enforcement challenges. The consequence as 
reflects across the reports forms part of the legal avoidance of tax obligations by large payers. In 
Senegal, this is linked to low yield of tax income from the secondary sector. Tax-holiday is another 
abused tool under the general framework of tax incentives. (Active and independent civil society 
could change this situation).  
 
Low tax base 
Low tax base is a common issue from the different country studies. The direct consequence of this is 
for example; a low tax-GDP ratio which is cited in the case of Uganda as a major challenge. The ab-

sence of this has also raised issues surrounding “sincere” provision of public goods as suggested by 

the study from Nigeria. The Senegal, Ghana and Egypt cases show that this has led to a high domi-
nance of indirect taxes with much prominence provided to VAT and less to other critical sources of tax-
income. Egypt and Ghana for instance cites the little attention given to incomes generated by the self-
employed and professionals within the formal sector by tax authorities. Aside these issues, low pro-
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gress in efforts at ensuring high tax coverage in the informal sector is a major problem in the baseline 
of all the countries studied which contributes to the low tax base. Issues such as poor citizen residen-
tial addresses and identification systems are cited for the difficulties experiences by some of the coun-
tries. An interesting observation is however made about the informal sector of Ghana were ability to 
evade tax is “regarded as a badge of honour for majority of people”. The lack of inadequate social 
provisioning due to problems surrounding utilisation of tax resources is mentioned as not helping to 
turn around the situation. Prudent investment of tax resources in addition to a citizen targeted tax 
awareness sensitisation are mentioned by some of the reports as ways of dealing with the problem. 
Ghana particularly proposes a campaign that stigmatises tax evasion. 
 
Tax bureaucracy  
Weak tax administration is the third common issue that runs across the countries but also manifests 
in different ways for the countries.  Where as general low funding to the tax Authority was a major 
issue for Uganda, Ghana’s was; limited to a lack of competitive remuneration of staff. The conse-
quential issues are therefore seen in poor tax policies which were also predicated on weak research 
support from the tax institutions. The inability of the institutions to employ thorough research for a 
proper understanding of their respective tax environments is seen as a contributory factor to the near 
redundancy and bluntness of tax policies in some of the countries. As such, most tax policies and 
rules are complex and difficult to be understood by citizens – particularly in Senegal, and generally 
irresponsive to the needs of their environments. Across West Africa, the situation is reported to be 
much severe at the local government levels, were taxes are collected haphazardly with little exper-
tise and weak or no collection structures. Vast amounts of taxable opportunities are therefore missed 
whilst the trend of local dependence on national for development resources continue to fester. 
 
Corruption 
The Nigerian report was much vocal on the issue of corruption but same was also sufficiently implied 
in all the reports. This accounts for high amounts of leakages in state revenues from collected taxes. 
The importance about the need in continuing to address this issue is; the willingness of tax payers to 
comply and honour their obligations is linked to the issue of corruption, which persistently denies the 
population of needed basic social services as well as major infrastructural works such as roads. An-
other case which is quite different from this and unique to Egypt is the issue of emasculation of the 
legislature by the executive and thereby creating room for arbitrariness in tax imposition, collection 
and exemptions. This situation is reported to have survived the recent revolution experienced in the 
country. Presidential decrees were reported to have been used to over turn parliamentary decisions 
and rulings of constitutional courts.  
 
Key  achievements 

 Advocacy Strategy developed and validated in Uganda 

 Five Tax Policy Reform Briefs developed and published (Uganda, Egypt, Mali, 2 in Nigeria) 

 Research outcomes thoroughly discussed during report launches in all seven countries.  

 Forceful advocacy meetings with active participation of relevant stakeholders in Uganda, 
Senegal, Mali. In Uganda, over 400 participants were counted during the meetings in 
2012/2013. 

 Regular liaison and/or collaboration with relevant institutions – like Revenue Authorities, 
Members of Parliament, Ministries of Finance –reported in Uganda, Senegal, Nigeria and 
Bangladesh  

 Participation of CRAFT partners in various high level continental and global meetings, includ-
ing World Social Forum, African Union High Level Panel on Illicit Financial Flows from Africa, 
EABC4 , at the Amsterdam globalisation lecture (see below) and at in Brussels at a meeting 
with EU commissioner Semeta (see below). 

 

4
 EABC: East Africa Business Council 
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    (at Friends of Europe, Brussels, May 2013) 

2.5 Alliance building 
 
Alliance building is ongoing in all seven CRAFT countries, although at different speed and in distinct 
forms. Uganda, Nigeria and Mali showed most significant progress with a well established and active 
national Tax Justice Taskforce functioning. In Nigeria, also platforms at local level have been formed 
in 17 states.  
 
The CRAFT consortium itself also greatly enhanced its ties and joint commitment through the vari-
ous global events that took place during the reporting period: two global stakeholders meetings and 
two global CRAFT trainings. Moreover, ECESR, CRAFT partner from Egypt, had the lead in initiating 
a regional Tax Justice Network for the Middle Eastern region. Finally, various CRAFT partners en-
gaged in relevant existing (sub)continental  institutions and networks, including AFRODAD, AIMES, 
African Union High Level Panel on Illicit Financial Flows and the AfDB. 
 
Key achievements 

 A national Tax Justice Platform/Alliance formed in Uganda  and Nigeria  

 Formation of Tax Coalition in progress in Ghana and Egypt 

 On regional level CRAFT partners were engaged in among others African Forum and Net-
work on Debt and Development (AFRODAD) and Third World Network-Africa (TWN-A) 

 Globally coordination takes place with Action Aid, Christian Aid and the Global Alliace for Tax 
Justice.  

 Oxfam Novib supporting the VPRO Backlight documentary the Tax Free Tour  

ALVIN MOSIOMA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR TAX JUSTICE NETWORK AFRICA IN AMSTERDAM 
FOR GLOBALIZATION LECTURE  
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3   PROGRESS PER COUNTRY 

 

 

3.1 Uganda  
 
In January 2012 Oxfam Novib, Tax Justice Network-Africa and SEATINI-Uganda commenced a 18-
months CRAFT project in Uganda, financed by the EU under DGAP5. This project comprised all five 
interventions strategies of the CRAFT project, thus demonstrating the potential and impact of 
CRAFT when fully implemented. The overall objective of this project is to contribute to a more de-
mocratic, accountable and responsive state in Uganda, through enhancing the capacity of civil soci-
ety to advocate for a transparent, efficient, accountable and progressive tax system, that would pre-
vent the uncontrolled outflow of resources and widespread tax evasion and corruption, tackle ine-
quality and reinforce pro-poor policies and practices. The specific objective is to support and 
strengthen the capacity of civil society organizations in Uganda to engage with the state and effec-
tively advocate for accountable, fair and pro-poor tax systems in order for the Ugandan Government 
to increase tax revenues fairly, practice transparency and refrain from tax administration malprac-
tices and related social injustices. Additionally, the project aims at supporting measures to increase 
citizen’s participation in and monitoring of the formulation and implementation of fair tax policies. 
 
Progress 2012-2013 
After three start-up meetings the CRAFT project had a very successful official launch on the 3rd of 
April 2012. Over 80 people attended this CRAFT launch including various key policy makers. The 
meeting provided an encouraging start of the project emphasising dynamic collaboration between 
CSOs, government and policy makers to jointly work towards fair taxation. Moreover, the launch 
generated considerable media attention among the general public as it appeared in several articles 
in leading Ugandan dailies and featured on NTV evening news. 
 
During the first year, CRAFT Uganda generated noteworthy knowledge and awareness on the tax 
situation in Uganda, analysing the subject from different angles in four studies. The baseline study 
gave a general situational analysis on the national tax system, whereas the action research focused 
on tax(in) justice within the oil sector. Two citizen’s satisfactions survey’s looked at the awareness on 
taxation and satisfaction with the provision of public services among the Ugandan citizenry. Besides 
revealing new knowledge and understanding of the tax policy and system, the published reports also 
gave SEATINI ample opportunities to discuss the outcomes with stakeholders and engage in policy 
advocacy. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One national and four regional CRAFT trainings took place, contributing significantly to a better un-
derstanding of the technical-fiscal, advocacy and campaigning aspects of tax justice among the tar-
geted CSOs, media houses and other stakeholders. From the national CRAFT training,  Tax Justice 
Campaigners were identified who have taken the civic education campaign forward at local and na-
tional level. This led to a Tax Justice civic awareness campaign realized in the beginning of 2013. A 
film documentary was produced about the civic campaign in two districts. After the campaign, a re-
 

5 DGAP: Democratic Governance & Accountability Programme 

IMF worried about Uganda’s tax inequality The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is con-

cerned about tax inequality in Uganda, describing it as “unfortunate”. “The taxation mechanism in 
Uganda is not fair. The poor are paying just as much as the rich,” said Thomas Richardson, the senior 
IMF resident representative. Richardson noted that taxation is a political issue that needs to be han-
dled well. “Inequality is bad for the growth of the economy. Anything that you do to dampen incen-
tives undermines growth.” Richardson was speaking during the Southern and Eastern Africa Trade 
Information and Negotiations Institute (SEATINI) –Uganda and Oxfam Novib Tax Justice Budget 
stakeholders’ breakfast dialogue at the Imperial Royale Hotel in Kampala last week. By Patrick 
Jaramogi (New Vision daily, 5 June 2012) 
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view meeting enabled both the campaigners and other stakeholder to share their experiences from 
the different regional campaigns. This meeting constituted a valuable learning process and, despite 
all challenges encountered, the presentations clearly showed that the campaign had been fruitful. 
 
Numerous advocacy events have been organized by SEATINI during 2012 and 2013. All these 
meetings were very well attended – in total over 400 people joined the different events – among 
which highly relevant stakeholders. SEATINI has been able to establish effective cooperation with 
among others the Ugandan Revenue Authority, Members of Parliament, staff of various Ministries, 
media houses, and of course a good number of fellow CSOs. Based on the outcomes from the re-
searches and various stakeholder meetings , a Tax Reform Brief was developed and signed-off by 
the Tax Justice Task Force. This brief highlights key governance issues and challenges and pre-
sents policy recommendations on tax in Uganda. One clear result  from the CRAFT advocacy efforts 
was the request in June 2013 from various Members of Parliament to the Minister of Finance to pro-
vide a list of all companies benefiting from the tax exemption for review and the subsequent abolition 
of the individual tax incentives (see box below). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally, a vigorous Tax Justice Task Force was established in the past two years. The Task Force 
has 10 members including CSOs, media houses, tax payers associations, local government finance 
commission and youth representatives who actively participate in meetings and forums. The Task 
Force also contributed to the review of research and policy documents.  
 
Through CRAFT, SEATINI created an excellent base to jointly advance towards a fair, transparent 
and pro-poor tax system in Uganda. Fruitful relations were built with many relevant stakeholders, 
among others, the URA, politicians, journalists, economists and CSOs. CSO have been strongly ca-
pacitated to better fulfil their role as watchdog for the government. All efforts and actions relating to 
the tax justice movement in 2012 and 2013 gathered momentum for real change. Below is a quote 
from Simon Ngabirano from the Uganda Revenue Authority on policy outcomes in Uganda: 
 

Indeed over the past year, we have seen a number of issues in the CRAFT agenda being discussed at policy 
level. Most prominently featured has been the issue of tax incentives (the project team in Uganda was very ag-
gressive on this one). The minister for finance is on record on the fact incentives are not as useful and thus need 

Review tax exemptions, MPs tell government 

Members of Parliament have tasked the ministry of finance to provide a list of all companies benefit-
ing from the tax exemption for review. “Government should design a transparent procedure for man-
aging and granting tax incentives and exemptions,” said Isaiah Sasaga Budadiri East MP. “We need 
proper guidelines and policy formulation and review of all the existing tax incentives and exemp-
tions,” said MP Kenneth Lubogo (Bulamogi). Matthias Kasamba (Kakuuto) demanded that the firms 
with tax exemptions for the last five years be catalogued for evaluation. The MPs made the recom-
mendations during a two-day tax justice workshop organized by Oxfam Novib, Tax Justice Network 
Africa and the Democratic Governance and Accountability Program (DGAP) at Lake Victoria Serena 
Resort in Entebbe (New Vision – 24 June 2013) The government should examine tax incentives and 
exemptions granted to investors, with a view of scraping those that do not boost economic growth, 
Members of Parliament and civil society activists have said. “There should be a study to overhaul the 
whole system. We need a cost-benefit analysis to be done. The law gives the minister of Finance 
Planning and Economic Development too many powers that can be a problem,” Kyadondo South MP 
Issa Kikungwe said. Mr Kigungwe’s views were adopted as part of recommendations of more than 50 
legislators and civil society activists at a dialogue on promoting fair and transparent tax incentives 
and exemptions for social development. It was organised by SEATINI Uganda and Tax Justice Net-
work Africa and took place in Kampala at the weekend. (Daily Monitor – 9 July 2013) 

 

Govt scraps tax breaks to spur take off of economy 

The government has stopped giving tax incentives to individuals driven by the need to reduce the 
country’s huge budget deficit. Finally, the Minister of Finance, Ms Maria Kiwanuka, has come out 
clearly to say there are no more tax incentives in Uganda. “We are no longer giving tax incentives to 
individuals. We shall only be giving tax incentives to specific sectors where we believe it is applica-
ble, for instance, in medical equipment,” she said. Despite Uganda’s narrow a tax base, the govern-
ment has been generously administering tax exemptions to individuals/companies and this has had 
a negative impact on domestic revenue collections since many people or taxable items have been 
exempted from paying tax. (Daily Monitor 12 July 2013) 
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to scrap them, Members of Parliament have demanded that the beneficiaries of the incentives be published and 
studies into tax incentives have been commissioned both at national and the EAC. At the EAC, it’s with a view of 
minimizing harmful tax competition. It is interesting to note that these were actually some of the recommendations 
in the studies done by CRAFT project (the case of Uganda). We have also noted increased awareness and inter-
est of the public in issues of demand accountability. This pressure has resulted into more cases of mismanage-
ment of public funds coming to light and the culprits brought to account. Attempts have also been made to publish 
accountability brochures in which the government shows how tax revenues have been spent. There is also more 
focus by government to mobilize more resources domestically. This has led to increased effort by the  tax admini-
stration to tap into the previously un taxed sectors of the economy- a move aimed at widening the tax base. To 
deal with the issues of MNCs' bad tax practices, there's more on going capacity building in the tax administrations 
to tackle Transfer Pricing and also information sharing on MNCs across tax bodies. 

 
 
Key achievements 
Research: 

 Four studies conducted, printed and disseminated:  
- Baseline Study “Taxation, State-building and Governance”,  
- Action Research “Understanding Tax Justice in the context of Transparent and Accountable 

Oil Management in Uganda” 
- Two Citizen’s Satisfaction Survey,  

 Methodology and manual for Fair Tax Index developed and discussed 
Training: 

 Three Tax Justice training modules developed, printed (150 copies) and distributed: “Basic 
Insights of Taxation”, “The Taxation Chain” and “Mobilisation, Awareness creation and Advo-
cacy on Tax Justice Issues”. 

 Two SEATINI staff attended global CRAFT training in November 2012 

 One national train-the-trainer CRAFT training organized (participating 41 people from  five 
CSO’s) and four regional trainings in four districts (180 participants). 

Public Awareness:  

 Attractive visibility materials produced, like stickers, flyers, banners, caps and T-shirts  

 Radio spots produced and broadcasted in several local languages and SEATINI participated 
in Mini buzz, a popular television program 

 A documentary on Tax Justice Campaign produced 

 Scoping mission organized to four districts 

 A campaign implemented from January to April 2013 

 Tax Justice Campaigners Review meeting organized 

 Ceremony organized for the awarding of the Tax Justice 
Journalism Award (67 participants) 

Policy Advocacy:  

 A Tax Reform Brief signed-off by the Tax Justice Task 
Force published 

 An Advocacy Strategy developed and printed 

 Submission of alternative proposals for internal revenue 
mobilisation for the Budget Advisory Group which are pre-
sented to Parliament and Government at any given oppor-
tunity 

 A great number of meetings organized attracting many 
relevant stakeholders. For example: the project launch (81 
participants); Tax and Budget Dialogue Breakfast (47 par-
ticipants); Global CRAFT  Stakeholders meeting (40 par-
ticipants from 13 countries); Validation workshop Baseline 
Study (41 participants); Awareness meeting for media representatives (35 participants); Tax 
Justice Task Force retreat (22 participants); workshop session during Anti-corruption Con-
vention (99 participants); Round Table on Uganda’s development prospects (37 participants, 
including 12 Members of Parliament); a workshop on the Public Finance Bill in cooperation 
with CSCO; a Stakeholder Dialogue (60 participants, including Members of Parliament, key 
line Ministries) 
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 Participation in several global and (sub-)continental tax events: Participation in a 2-day work-
shop of EABC6; Facilitation of session during regional meeting of MS Training Centre for De-
velopment in Tanzania; 15th Africa Trade Network Review and Strategy meeting in Ghana; 
Financial Secrecy, Society and Vested interests Conference in Norway 

Alliance building: 

 Tax Justice Task Force established with 10 members  

 Various meetings organised for the Task Force, among others to validate outcomes of the 
Baseline study and advocacy strategy. 

 Participation in various relevant national networks, like CSBAG7  (heading the thematic 
commission on Trade) and CSCO8 

 
Challenges 

 Time constraint was one of the main challenges during the entire project period. As the pro-
ject was originally designed for a 2-year period, the activity plan was very tightly scheduled to 
fit in the required 18-months subsidy period. Moreover, in the course of the project period 
various opportunities arose to participate in relevant external events, which – though impor-
tant for the project impact – came on top of the already tight work plan. 

 It proved difficult to get the right participants to commit time for three separate training events 
at different dates. Therefore it was decided to merge the three training modules in one 5-day 
workshop  

 
Way forward 
During 2012/2013 CRAFT Uganda has been able to make significant progress, however changes in 
tax policies and systems are not reached overnight. Therefore, continued effort is needed to convert 
the impetus from the first phase in more tangible results. During the second phase, CRAFT Uganda 
will focus further on civic education, by means of citizens platforms through which citizens and policy 
makers will be approached at local level. Oxfam has gained successful experiences with these kind 
of platforms in Uganda since 2011. Training modules 1 and 3 will be re-printed to further replicate 
the train-the-trainer workshops. Media activities will be organized and stimulated in order to increase 
the scope of public reached. Concerning Advocacy, other policy briefs will be developed and dis-
cussed with key policy makers. Finally, Alliance Building will, besides consolidating the established 
national alliance, in this phase focus on establishing coalitions both at local level and at (sub-) conti-
nental level. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

6
 EABC: East Africa Business Council 

7
 CSBAG: Civil Society Budget Advocacy Group 

8
 CSCO: Civil Society Coalition on Oil 
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3.2 Ghana 
 
Taxation, has over the past few years gained momentum in Ghana. One of the reason for this  is the 
attainment of the status of middle income country. With this status, donor countries are shifting their 
focus and prefer to support ‘less privileged’ countries. With fewer options left for the country, all ef-
forts are being garnered to maximise revenue through taxation. For this reason, CSOs in Ghana 
have also joined hands to campaign on tax matters especially on a fair, progressive, transparent and 
accountable tax system. 
 
In the end of 2012, Ghana Integrity Initiative (GII) – an Oxfam partner – joined the CRAFT project.  
GII affected an ITC funded project focused primarily on result areas 1 and 2 of the CRAFT pro-
gramme. The scope of work comprised of a Baseline study, a Needs assessment, a Tax Policy Re-
form study, a Training on Tax and finally a Civic Education Strategy Meeting.  
 
Progress 2012 – 2013 
Despite some delays during the initiation , the CRAFT project made important advancements in 
Ghana in 2013. Three tax researches resulted in valuable new knowledge, insight and awareness 
regarding  tax issues in Ghana. The Baseline survey outlines the main bottlenecks and challenges in 
the current tax system in Ghana, assesses the administrative and managerial capacity of the GRA9 
and considers the linkage between taxation and good governance. The Tax Reform Research pre-
sents a history of the tax system in Ghana, examines the potentials of the use of progressive taxa-
tion practices and lastly reflects on ways forward to enhance co-operation and involvement of the 
citizenry. Finally, the Needs Assessment study revealed the gaps in capacity and knowledge regard-
ing tax issues among civil society actors (citizen’s organizations, trade unions, NGOs, media, faith 
based groups).  
 

 
 
Besides the researches, an outstanding training workshop with participation of 22 CSO staff was 
held. Participants stated presentations were relevant, insightful, thought provoking and very practi-
cal. The training gave deep insight on tax issues such as tax policy, tax administration, tax leakages 
and strategies for advocacy. As outcomes of the training several articles on tax issues were pub-
lished in newspapers. Other participants have posted topical comments on tax on the internet. There 
was a consensus among the participants to form a coalition among partners to do advocacy and re-
search on tax matters. In conclusion, CRAFT activities have significantly improved the relationship 
between tax officials and CSOs, created a platform to work together on tax issues and provided a 
solid base for future advocacy. 
 
Key achievements 

 Baseline survey carried out and draft report ready 
 

9
 GRA: Ghana Revenue Authority 
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 Needs assessment study carried out among CSOs (interested in) working on tax issues and 
government revenue authorities, final report printed 

 Tax Reform Research carried out and draft report ready 

 One-week CRAFT training with 22 participants  

 Civic Education Strategy meeting organized with 18 CSO and 3 GRA representatives 
 
Challenges 

 It proved difficult for GII to recruit a tax expert (consultant) with the expertise and time to un-
dertake the scheduled researches. Through head hunting GII finally succeeded in finding ca-
pable tax experts. However, due to the retardation in contracting the consultants the submis-
sion of the study reports was delayed and consequently time proved too tight to produce 
briefs and media articles out of the reports. 

 Due to delays in project initiation as well as with recruitment of consultants, it was not feasi-
ble to organize a launch of the research report within the available time frame. 

 
Way  forward 
The draft research reports will be printed and an official launch of the paper will be organized. Sub-
sequently a policy brief will be produced specifying the main policy recommendation to work towards 
a more progressive and pro-poor tax system. Some findings of the Needs Assessment study still 
await appropriate action. Finally, GII will give follow up on the impetus gained during the CRAFT 
training to form a Tax Justice Coalition 
 

 

 

3.3 Senegal 
 
Senegal is one of Africa’s most stable democratic countries. However Senegal, like other African 
countries, is not spared by what is called today “fiscal crisis” despite all the reforms since the country 
attained sovereignty. Senegal has high income tax rates (up to 50%) and moderate corporate tax 
rates (up to 25%). Overall tax revenue as percentage of GDP is around 18% in the past years. Indi-
rect taxes have long been the mainstay of Senegal’s tax system, with import duties by far the most 
important.  In the course of the reporting period, several major Tax Reforms have been initiated by 
the national government. First, a new Tax Code entered into force at the 1st of January 2013. Forum 
Civil participated in the preparatory works of this new Code. For the low income population groups, 
this tax reform resulted positively in a significant lower tax bill. Furthermore the corporate tax rates 
are increased from 25% to 30%, and also the financial sector is now taxed more fairly. Also VAT 
regulations were simplified and unified; these changes may however negatively affect the poorer 
sections of society. Finally, reforms in the Customs Code and the mining code are proposed. The 
projected reforms permit to review the taxes in the mining sector and help to increase the revenues 
from mining royalties but also to revise the existing mining agreements. Furthermore, a new code of 
transparency is approved, with the EITI10 appointed responsible for the implementation, and a Na-
tional Office against Fraud and Corruption is established. 
 
Forum Civil, a national association of CSOs, is the CRAFT lead organisation in Senegal. During 
2012 and 2013 Forum Civil focused on obtaining a better understanding of the tax situation and tax 

 

10
 EITI: Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative 

The meeting was a good interface between representatives of CSOs and the tax officials since it 
fostered collaboration between the two parties on tax matters in Ghana. It is highly possible that 
in the near future, the tax authority will collaborate with CSOs on their tax sensitization and cam-
paigns. As elucidated by one of the tax officials, ‘the authority will look at opportunities to col-
laborate with CSOs to step up education’. (Conclusion from Civil Education Strategic Meeting – 
Ghana, June 2013) 
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dynamics. Furthermore, it was aimed to have better insight is some specific case studies of tax injus-
tice at the local level. These CRAFT activities could be realized thanks to ITC funding. 
 
Progress 2012 – 2013 

An in-depth Baseline Study revealed various weaknesses and inequities in the current tax system, 
among others the imbalance in tax burden between individual households and business, the low 
level of tax collection in Senegal, the lack of real tax power of local authorities and the inexistence of 
explanatory notes for most of the local taxes on which decentralized authorities may decide. The 
outcomes of the Baseline Study were discussed during an internal meeting of Forum Civil associates 
and an external meeting with participation of a good number of tax experts. 

The action research focused on the case of Kédougou, with the objective to map the tax base in 
mineral resource rich Kédougou, analyse perceptions of citizens and review the consequences of 
the fiscal decentralization policy in detail. The study revealed the paradoxical social situation in 
Kédougou: a poor but rich city, the very low rate of tax collection because of the untapped potential, 
the good perception among the population of the concept of tax but still their unwillingness to pay 
due to the lack of public services, false political promises, corruption, lack of qualified staff of reve-
nue authority to collect taxes, the secrecy within the extractive sector, porous borders. The research 
team gave the following recommendations: review mining agreements, implement a tool to deter-
mine comprehensively the tax base which would address the risks tax losses, and in addition build a 
strong civil society which can play a watchdog role to better defend the interests of the population of 
Kédougou. Both researches enabled Forum Civil to position itself strongly in the public debate 
around tax in Senegal. The MoU of Forum Civil with the Economic and Social Council of Senegal 
signed during the reporting period provides a platform for dialogue and advocacy with the govern-
ment.  
 
Key achievements 

 A Baseline survey conducted  

 An Action Research conducted, printed an disseminated  

 Organization of an internal and external discussion meetings on the outcomes of both re-
searches 

 Organization of two panel discussions on the reforms of the Tax Code 

 Organization of two seminars with the Network of Senegalese Members of Parliament that 
Fight against Corruption (APNAC) 

 Participation in four international training and stakeholder meetings 
 
Challenges 

 The start of the project was hindered by delays and time constraints. Delays in contract de-
livery impeded the initiation of the project. Also the required bidding process for the recruit-
ment of consultant caused some interruptions. The extension of the project period allowed 
Oxfam Senegal and Forum Civil to finalize the planned activities satisfactorily. 

 Challenges were also encountered during the researches due to the reluctance of some 
stakeholders to collaborate. The Association of Informal Sector rejected an interview for the 
Baseline study, while the research team responsible for the Action Research found doors 
closed at mining companies. 

 CRAFT Senegal under spend it’s share of the project, partly because Forum Civil did not 
want to print and disseminate the Baseline study at this stage in order to keep the work con-
fidential and protect their information sources.  

 

Way forward 

Forum Civil is committed to strengthen and expand the results of this first phase. The second phase 
will focus on capacity building of all relevant stakeholders trough the organization of training events, 
on raising awareness among the population through a civic education campaign. As a result, it is 
aimed to build a strong coalition which can jointly develop an advocacy strategy for a fair and pro-
poor tax system. Together with Oxfam a solution needs to be found to solve the problem of the pub-
lication of the baseline study.  
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3.4 Egypt 
 
Egypt has gone through extremely turbulent years since the Arab Spring in 2011, after which the 
country has undergone huge changes. However, the fulfilment of the revolution’s founding goals is 
still far away. Since the revolution, there is neither a clear government public finance policy nor any 
long term economic vision. The government is predominantly articulated by the aim of attracting in-
ternational loans, which all come with their specific strings attached. In order to qualify for a (IMF) 
loan, controlling the budget deficit through increased taxation has taken the precedence over the 
welfare of the citizens. Since 2012 the Egyptian government proposed several major amendments in 
the tax system. Various tax rates were increased - among which income tax and general sales tax – 
the poor sections of society bearing the heaviest burden. Though income taxes were made more 
progressive, this mainly counts for the low and middle income classes, progressivity stops at a rela-
tive low income level. ECESR has made proposal for alternative tax reforms aiming at an increase of 
tax revenues, not by demanding more taxes from those that already pay taxes but by incorporate the 
huge informal sector which is currently outside the tax system. Another major demand from ECESR 
is the restructuring of the public finances system to remove the legal loopholes that allow the rich to 
avoid paying taxes, decrease the dependency on sales taxes and combat corruption to assure com-
panies abide the legal system. 
 
ECESR, the CRAFT lead organization of Egypt, is a human rights organization active in around 50% 
of the governorates in Egypt. It is mainly active in research, advocacy and litigation to promote social 
and economic rights. Topics ECESR is working on are, among others, budget analysis, tax justice, 
(IMF) loans and trade- and investment agreements. ECESR is well connected with a variety of CSOs 
in the country, among which youth movements that were at the heart of the recent Egyptian revolu-
tion. During 2012 and 2013 ECESR focused its CRAFT activities on obtaining a better understanding 
of the tax situation and tax dynamics. Furthermore, ECESR planned to develop a Tax Reform Brief. 
These CRAFT activities could be realized thanks to ITC funding. 
 
Progress 2012 – 2013 
During the reporting period, ECESR has been able to further consolidate its reputation and influence 
in the tax debate in Egypt. The CRAFT activities significantly contributed to strengthening the ties 
with other relevant actors both at local, national level and regional level. The comprehensive Base-
line Research provides a proper understanding of the tax situation in Egypt, it pin points the sources 
of tax corruption, leakages and other forms of tax injustices in Egypt. The outcomes were published 
both in Arabic and in English. The action-based Research focused on the medium framework for 
taxation and used as case study the VAT in the general sales tax, looking at the discrepancies in the 
legal tax system. The research highlights a clear and specific case in which the injustice in taxation 
system is manifested in real-life practices: having hand-on sources of tax injustice ECESR is hoping 
to use these research outcomes in a public campaign.  

The MoU of Forum Civil with the Economic and Social Council of Senegal provides a platform for 
dialogue and advocacy with the government. According to Mouhamadou Mbodj, coordinator of 
Forum Civil it is “the only place where the economic and social actors can meet with politicians to 
discuss”. Forum Civil aims to lobby for a higher corporate tax rate in these reforms (from 25-30%).  
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The research outcomes have been published both in Arab and English, the reports were launched 
during two seminars. Results were also used to produce a Tax Reform Brief presenting achievable 
and realistic policy recommendations. These recommendations include both technical system-based 
reforms that are necessary to realize fair taxation, and social-based reforms that empower the peo-
ple's participation in the cause of fair taxation. 
 

 
Make Tax Fair logo in Arab 

 
Key achievements 

 Baseline survey conducted and published  

 An Action Research conducted and published  

 Two seminars organized launching the research outcomes  

 A Tax Reform Brief produced 

 CRAFT Training modules from TJN-A translated in Arab 

 Inception of Regional Arab Tax Justice Network 

 
Way forward 
ECESR will further strengthen and expand the national Tax Justice Platform, including trade unions, 
farmer’s organizations and other community based organizations. Moreover, ECESR is planning to 
organize a Tax Justice Training based on the translated training modules of TJN-A for local partners. 
Subsequently a joint civic campaign on the outcomes of the action research – regarding the legal 
discrepancies when it comes to VAT – is in the pipeline. Finally, ECESR intends to further support, in 
conjunction with the Arab NGO Network for Development (ANND), the establishment of an Arab Tax 
Justice Network which will be strongly linked to the CRAFT project. 
 

 
 
 
 

3.5 Nigeria 
 
Since for a long time, domestic resource mobilization in Nigeria has been largely dependent on ex-
tractive revenues, with oil tax constituting about 73% of tax revenues. Due to the uncertainty of inter-
national prices this revenue source proves highly unreliable. Hence, there is renewed emphasis on 
taxation as part of new efforts at diversifying revenue sources. However, presently there is an in-
creasing drift towards the introduction of indirect taxes, which are usually regressive in nature. 
The partial deregulation of the petroleum downstream sector in January 2012 threw up the issues of 
management of resources as the quantum of funds allegedly spent on subsidizing petroleum prod-
ucts resulted in public outcry and increased citizens’ demand for prudent utilization of revenues, ser-
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vice delivery and transparency and accountability in public expenditure management. This has ex-
tended to all revenues including taxes. Meanwhile, citizens are still not able to connect with tax reve-
nues as theirs and to organize themselves to demand accountability from relevant authorities and 
service delivery corresponding the tax paid. They are also largely ignorant of how to engage relevant 
authorities to obtain needed information on tax matters and question practices that could amount to 
injustice and unfair such as multiple taxation.  
 
CISLAC, the Nigeria lead partner, participates in the CRAFT consortium since the beginning. It 
started implementing CRAFT activities with Oxfam Novib funding in 2012. This first phase entails the 
realization of two studies on taxation and development of two Policy Briefs at the national level and 
tax training and civic education at local level in 17 states in three geopolitical zones in southern Nige-
ria. 
 
Progress 2012-2013 
CISLAC finished two research publications. The Baseline Study report contributed valuable insights 
in the Nigerian tax system including a thorough tax gap analysis. The other study focused on the 
perception of taxes among citizens and their satisfaction with state service delivery. Both studies 
comprised both desk study and field surveys. Publications contributed to the tax debate in Nigeria 
and were used to engage other CSO to the Tax Justice movement. Based on the study outcomes, 
CISLAC formulated two Tax Policy Briefs that identify policy gaps and recommend strategies on im-
proving tax policy implementation and administration across the three tiers of government. One pol-
icy brief deals with informal sector taxation, the other focuses on maximizing tax from the extractive 
sector. The Policy Briefs have been discussed and validated by key stakeholders and provide the 
premise for the Tax Justice advocacy campaign. 
 
CRAFT trainings were realized in three geopolitical zones and significantly increased knowledge, 
awareness and skills of in total 51participants (34 CSO representatives and 17 journalists).  
Various types of civic education material have been produced and distributed 17 states of the South 
and South West of Nigeria. Community mobilization has started by means of three town hall meet-
ings in each zone during which the communication materials were distributed. 
During the reporting period, the foundations was laid for a National Platform on Tax that will under-
take continuous research, advocacy and public awareness on just tax systems and engage the gov-
ernment will be established. Eleven organizations with different background and expertise are mem-
ber of the Platform, including three organization of the steering committee. At local level 17 platforms 
were established for the purpose of information sharing between tax payers and the authorities. 
 
CISLAC successfully liaised with the Federal Inland Revenue Services (the revenue agency respon-
sible for enforcing tax laws, implementing tax policy and collecting taxes). Finally, in order to assure 
the movement of adequate media attention CISLAC established close cooperation with two key me-
dia editors who are interested to be part of the Tax Justice movement and are ready to flag whatever 
is actual. Though it was intended to form only the basis for tax justice advocacy and launch a serious 
advocacy campaign only in the next period, first results can already be noticed in three facets. 
Firstly, the interventions in the reporting period have led to greater number of people talking about 
tax and domestic mobilization of resources. Secondly, since the CRAFT reports came out and the 
media campaign began the FIRS11 has prosecuted several offenders who evade tax and secured 
court judgement against them. Thirdly, the Policy Brief on informal sector taxation has been dis-
cussed legislators, FIRS, Ministry of Finance and the Budget Office, as resultant the ministry of Fi-
nance has commenced consultation on activating a Presumptive Tax Regime as provided for in the 
National Tax Policy. The Platform we set up as an outcome of the first year project was invited and 
engaged in the initial meeting on this. The regime is to design a structured policy for ensuring the 
collection of maximum tax from the informal sector which was lacking previously. Of course policy 
changes are usually slower to achieve and are yet to become tangible, but still the first moves to-
wards new tax policies are seen. The CRAFT interventions have contributed to this and CISLAC and 
other CSOs are involved in further evolvement of initiated changes. 
 
 

11
 FIRS: Federal Inland Revenue Services 
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Key achievements 

 Baseline survey conducted and published 

 Citizens Satisfaction survey conducted and published 

 Action research conducted and published 

 Two Policy Briefs developed and disseminated 

 CRAFT Training modules 1 and 2 adapted to national context and 500 copies published 

 Three CRAFT trainings realized with 51 participants 

 2500 handbills, 1000 posters and 5100 booklets printed and distributed among 17 states 

 A National Tax Justice Platform launched with nine CSOs 

 17 Local Tax Justice Platforms established 

Challenges 

 Widespread ignorance on tax justice issues among the various stakeholders, including CSOs 

 Limited capacity and dearth of knowledge available for effective research and interventions 

 General lack of interest on the part of citizens arising from apathy due to absence of devel-
opment 

 Size of Nigeria, multiple layers of taxation 
 
Way forward 

To engage with key policy makers (senior government staff, Members of Parliament, politicians) en-
gaging in discussions about the harmful effects of unfair and ineffective tax policies and practices.  

Civil society organizations in Nigeria and members of the Tax Justice and Governance Platform are 
keen to learn and understand the impact of unfair tax systems on the lives of citizens, acquire suffi-
cient advocacy and campaigning capacity to demand accountable, fair and pro poor tax systems and 
build the necessary partnerships to mobilize citizen’s participation in making such demands.  
 

 

3.6 Mali 
 
For more than a decade Mali is in a process of decentralization, making local communities the main 
actors of development. Recently Mali has gone through a deep crisis, not only economically but also 
politically, when Touareg movement occupied the northern regions. The peace protocol signed dur-
ing the summer of 2013 and the following elections allowed the country to re-establish democracy 
and restore peace and stability in the northern region. Increased and fair tax revenues are now more 
needed than ever as at this time Mali is primarily dependent on its own resources. Aan increased 
understanding of the importance of taxation for revenue mobilizations emerged from this crisis. 
 
Mali’s tax system is based on declarations and far-reaching powers in the tax authorities to inde-
pendently decide on applicable tax declarations without any consultation or possibilities for reclaim-
ing. The main sources of revenues are VAT by far, and to a lesser degree, corporate and income 
taxes. Taxation statistics are alarming. Only 20% of the companies properly pay all their taxes, while 
the informal sector and all its micro subsistence businesses contribute about 4 times more to the tax 
revenues, through paying VAT. Corruption is widespread, allowing for massive tax evasion. Impor-
tant sectors, such as telecommunication, transport and cotton have been privatised and are now un-
der free zones regulations. Export oriented activities are exempted from all taxes, duties and taxa-
tions of a fiscal and customs nature, for a 30 years period. Mali’s current fiscal regime set for the 
gold mining sector consists of a mixed taxation system based on royalties, a profit tax and depletion 
allowance on profits. The government wants to modernize its administration and provide services to 
the tax payer, but the tax architecture really does not fit the Malian context very well, and is charac-
terized by fraud and evasion.  
 
PCQVP, the CRAFT lead partner in Mali, participates in the CRAFT project since  the start. In this 
first phase, CRAFT activities were realized with Oxfam Novib funding principally focussing on re-
search and training. 
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Progress 2012 - 2013 
A Baseline Survey revealed appreciated knowledge on the legal, administrative, socio-cultural, geo-
graphical and political context of tax in Mali. The Action Research that was conducted focused on 
taxation in the extractive industry. Based on the outcomes of these studies a consolidated document 
was developed summarizing main conclusions and clear policy recommendations. This Tax Reform 
Proposal was presented to the Government and other relevant stakeholders, like financial govern-
ment departments, Revenue Authority, media, CSOs, World Bank, African Development Bank and 
mining charter. The document provided an excellent occasion to have profound discussions on the 
Tax Justice issues. 
 
The members of Tax Justice Coalition and other CSOs and media representatives benefited greatly 
from the different trainings realized during the reporting period. They were capacitated in among 
others: the different national and regional (ECOWAS12) tax codes, data collection and analysing, 
mining and oil contracts, municipal budgeting, tax justice advocacy and communication. In the rural 
areas of Bamako and some other regions, a small scale civic education fair tax campaign was very 
successful and forced the General Tax Directorate to initiate a process of dialogue with the public for 
a better understanding and revenue mobilization. 
 
Another CRAFT activity which yielded direct results was the press conference on causes and con-
sequences of non-recovery of full patent related to mining in the rural town of Sadiola in the Kayes 
region. Immediately afterwards local CSOs and media questioned the government and local officials 
about this mismanagement of fiscal resources.  
 
Key achievements 

 Baseline study conducted and published 

 Action Research conducted and published 

 Various training events organized 

 Tax Reform brief developed and distributed 

 Newsletters produced and published on website 

 Civic education campaign started 
 
Challenges 

 The political instability in Mali due to the Touareg revolt and subsequent civil war and coup 
d’etat formed of course a great hindrance for all CSO interventions. However, the context of 
the elections is again an opportunity for the Tax Justice campaign. First becauseMali, in this 
time of crisis relies primarily on its own resources, which is mostly taxation. Secondly be-
cause the new President included in its programme the fight against corruption and tax eva-
sion as well as increased national resource mobilization to reduce the country’s dependence 
vis-à-vis external loans and funding. 

 
Way forward 
PCQVP plans to realize a new study on tax collection at the local level for regional development. The 
civic education campaign will be re-enforced and expanded to other regions. Continued policy advo-
cacy for example for the instalment of an independent commission at the National Assembly for the 
control and rationalization of tax exemptions. Alliance building needs continued support in order to 
make the alliance more effective and visible in the national tax debate. 
 

 

Mali 

 

12
 ECOWAS: Economic Community of West African States 
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3.7 Bangladesh 
 
 
Tax policy in Bangladesh should benefit everyone. In practice, however, tax policy, especially indi-
rect tax, does not favour the poor and is not transparent, accountable and progressive. It has many 
loopholes that are supportive of the rich. Corruption is assisting the rich to illegally enjoy tax exemp-
tions. 1% of the population controls 90% of private properties but only contribute 26% to the total tax 
base. The poorest represent 10% of the population and contribute 74% of the indirect taxes. The tax 
system is also centralized on the national level, with local and regional elected bodies having no in-
volvement in the development and implementation of the tax system.  Currently there is no combined 
civil society voice for an accountable and equitable tax policy and fight against tax corruption. 
 
Therefore, in the course of 2012 SUPRO – connected to the CRAFT initiative and is now the national 
lead organization. SUPRO – which stands for Campaign for Good Governance - is a network organi-
zation with over 600 CSO/ NGO members and active in 45 out of 64 districts in Bangladesh. SUPRO 
is also involved in campaigning for participatory budget, accountable and transparent public financ-
ing, which significantly counterparts the Tax Justice work under CRAFT. During 2013, SUPRO 
started implementing the CRAFT project with Oxfam Novib funding, focussing on grass root partici-
pation, mass awareness campaign and linkage between regional and national tax movements.  
 
Progress 2012 – 2013 
SUPRO supervised a baseline survey on Tax, Tax Gap Analysis and the Tax System in Bangaldesh 
which has been published in English and Bengali. Furthermore, SUPRO initiated a participatory 
process in 45 districts to engage local CSOs and local governments in the debate around tax poli-
cies. A report is compiled out of the outcomes of these local hearings. Besides these local discus-
sions, SUPRO also organized national dialogues on tax issues, press conferences are used to gain 
momentum on the Tax Justice issue. During 2013 a positive change is the introduction of a ‘people 
friendly tax policy’ by the national government. SUPRO is involved in the further development of this 
policy. One of the first results is the E-service system through which people can access tax informa-
tion through internet, avoiding long queues. 
 
The Oxfam Novib country office Bangladesh and SUPRO participated actively in the global CRAFT 
activities. A major delegation of SUPRO staff, a Member of Parliament and a representative of the 
Revenue Authority participated in the fourth Global CRAFT Stakeholders Meeting in Entebbe in June 
2012. Moreover, SUPRO participated in both global CRAFT trainings and the 5th stakeholder meet-
ing in Tunis. 
 
Key achievements 

 Baseline study conducted and published in English and Bengali  

 Public hearings on the tax system organized in 45 districts with local CSOs representatives 
from pro-poor communities and local governments, outcomes are gathered and published in 
an English and Bengali report. 

 SUPRO’s campaigning activities and events on tax justice have covered by local print & 
press media.  

 Publication of reports and newsletter in English and Bengali 

 Action research has conducted and published.  

 Capacity building workshop for Tax Justice Alliance 

 25 NGOs’ are working in SUPRO’s budget alliance group, have trained on Tax Justice Is-
sues.  

 Publication of reports and newsletter.  

Way forward 

From 2014 onwards, SUPRO will further expand CRAFT activities13 including all five CRAFT strate-
gies and result areas. At short term, SUPRO will prepare a national CRAFT training of 45 districts 

 

13
 The full implementation of the CRAFT project is enabled by a funding of the Dutch Government 
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(15 master trainers times 45 Districts), advocacy and campaign strategy development, more net-
working with the Government departments of Tax and Finance to improve the tax system of Bangla-
desh and thereafter organize a civic education campaign and develop an advocacy strategy and 
campaign. The ultimate aim is to come to a pro-poor, decentralized and participatory tax policy and 
system in Bangladesh with among others reduced indirect tax, extra VAT on education and health 
services, tax heaven, and a ban on black money. 
 
 
 
 

 

4   PROGRESS AT GLOBAL LEVEL 

 

4.1 Stakeholders, strategy and training meetings 

From the initiation of CRAFT initiative in 2011, five global Stakeholders meetings have been organ-
ized. The last two meetings took place during the implementation phase, being part of the present 
reporting period. Most stakeholder meetings comprised two parts: an internal meeting with CRAFT 
partners (CRAFT lead organizations, TJN-A and Oxfam Novib Country Offices) and an external 
meeting in which also other relevant international tax experts and stakeholders participate.  

 

4th  CRAFT stakeholders’ meeting Uganda  

The 4th  CRAFT stakeholders’ meeting was held from 10th – 11th July 2012 in Uganda. The meeting 
was attended by 40 participants  (14 female and 26 male) from  13 countries: Uganda, Senegal, 
Kenya, Zimbabwe, Nigeria, Mali, Netherlands, Egypt, South Africa, Bangladesh, Ghana, United 
Kingdom and the United States. Participants came from the CRAFT lead partners, Revenue Authori-
ties, Parliaments and Ministries of Finance. Ugandan MP Stephen Biraahwa, chairperson of the Par-
liamentary committee on natural resources welcomed all participants and delivered a key note 
speech.  The results from the meeting can be described as follows:  

 Internal and external CRAFT stakeholders gathered to discuss potential areas of collabora-
tion with Revenue Authorities and Ministries of Finance in the targeted countries with a focus 
on domestic resource mobilization: challenges and opportunities for policy change identified. 

 Current trends discussed with regard to tax justice with a focus on tax completion and tax in-
centives, specifically in the extractives sector and opportunities for advocacy and campaign-
ing.  

 Internal CRAFT stakeholders gathered to assess the development of the project to-date, cur-
rent national contexts with regard to taxation and funding opportunities for the project  

 Joint training sessions for CRAFT lead partners prepared and tentatively planned for Octo-
ber/November 2012 in Nairobi with IBP, TWN-A, Action Aid and Somo: needs assessment 
and content.  

 CRAFT MoU for the implementation phase was discussed and signed 
 
5th Stakeholders meeting Tunisia 
The 5th Stakeholders meeting in Tunisia was held on March 30 2013, at the final day of the World 
Social Forum. This was the only strategy meeting that was held only for internal CRAFT stake-
holders (31 participants) and was fully devoted to practical project implementation. The main objec-
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tives of the meeting were: (1) To gather all internal CRAFT stakeholders to assess the development 
of the project to date, current national contexts with regard to taxation and funding opportunities for 
the project; (2) To revitalize the project document (developed in 2011) and develop a three year pro-
ject proposal, from June 2013 to July 2016; (3) To present and discuss three key global activities of 
the CRAFT project: the website, the second global training in May/June 2013 and the Make Tax Fair 
Index. 
 

   
        ITC newsletter, June 2013 
 
In Tunis the participants reached the following outputs:  

 A clear update of the status of the project to date (both in general and in the specific context 
of each country);   

 An approved three year project proposal (only new elements were approved as additions to 
the basic CRAFT project document developed in Dakar in 2011); and  

 Joint understanding and appreciation of the website, the 2nd training and the Fair Tax Index 
(FTI).  

 
1st regional Middle Eastern and North Africa CRAFT meeting  
ECESR took the lead for organizing a regional meeting for potential new CRAFT partners from the 
Middle East. This meeting was organized prior to the second global CRAFT training in Egypt. The 
meetings was attended by 14 participants from five countries (Egypt, Tunisia, Palestine, Lebanon, 
Morocco). Among the participants was the prominent Egyptian laywer and former Egyptian presiden-
tial candidate and activist Khaled Ali. He also acted as trainer in the global training as he was the 
author of the CRAFT action research in Egypt. The meeting aimed at bringing together TJN-A, 
ECESR and Oxfam, with potential Middle Eastern partners that are already exploring and strategiz-
ing around initializing a network of tax justice in the region. They have expressed a need to link and 
learn more about the CRAFT project that is successfully implemented in several African and Asian 
countries.  

Participants shared what they want to learn from activities that other organizations have undertaken 
or are undertaking on tax justice, as well as exchanged experiences, best practices, and fleshed out 
the broad outline of how a CRAFT project for the Middle East could look like. The meeting increased 
clarity on what we aspire at regional level when it comes to tax work; outlined the strategies we can 
implement:  in research, policy advocacy, capacity building, civic education, alliance building and 
networking. The meeting reached initial agreement on potential operational modalities (regarding 
communication, fund raising, management and roles and responsibilities) to be laid down in a draft 
regional vision and action plan to be developed by a committee of three organizations that was in-
stalled during the meeting. This will than be discussed in another seminar on tax justice for the re-
gion in March 2014.  

 

1st and 2nd global CRAFT training 
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All CRAFT lead partners from the seven participating country benefitted from valuable new knowl-
edge and awareness on technical-fiscal tax issues gained during one of the global CRAFT trainings. 
For the purpose, TJN-A developed a new CRAFT training manual consisting of three modules, 1) 
Basic insights into taxation; 2) Taxation chain – understanding national and international dimensions; 
3) Civic education on taxation – mobilisation, awareness creation and advocacy on strategic Tax 
Justice issues 
Two global CRAFT trainings have been realized so far. In Nairobi (November 2012) attended by 20 
participants from 11 CSOs and in Cairo (June 2013) attended by 24 participants from 19 CSOs. 
Besides 17 staff members of the CRAFT lead partners, five other partners from the CRAFT countries 
were delegated to these trainings. Furthermore,  seven representatives of possible new Middle 
Eastern CSOs participated, as well as five staff from Oxfam Novib Country offices. Finally, the 
CRAFT trainings attracted ten representatives of eight CSOs not yet directly involved in the CRAFT 
project. 
 
The global CRAFT trainings are meant as train-the-trainer events. . The acquired skills will equip the 
participants both to undertake more effective advocacy for fair taxation and to replicate the training in 
their own country. For these national trainings part of the training manuals will be adapted for each 
country to be properly contextualized for the specific  local situation. 

Achievements 

1. Increased  knowledge of the dynamics of taxation,  
2. A better understanding of the role of taxation in state-building; 
3. A clearer picture of the different types of taxes, their modus operandi and how they are ap-

proached by various actors; 
4. Increased awareness on the ways in which taxpayers and particularly companies use the 

loopholes within the law to avoid paying taxes; 
5. Increased understanding on how corruption within the tax administration structures exacer-

bates tax evasion; 
6. A better understanding of national tax architecture versus the global financial architecture: 

tools were offered to the participants to analyse the tax systems of their respective states and 
to understand the international dimensions of taxation that shape domestic structures; 

7. Space was provided for organizations of differing scope, focus, and geographical location to 
work together on a common goal; 

8. Improved skills for tax justice advocacy on mobilization and awareness creation and advo-
cacy at national level and practical mobilization at grassroots level. 
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4.2 Fair Tax Index (FTI) 
 
The tax situation proves to be highly dynamic, hence a one-off baseline analysis only gives a snap-
shot.  Moreover, there is no common way of comparing the fairness or otherwise of tax systems – 
either between countries, or in a single country over time. To be able to have a fairly quick annual 
update of the situational analysis and to be able to make comparison over time and between coun-
tries, it was decided to elaborate the Fair Tax Index modelled after already existing budget monitor-
ing and expenditure tracking tools. This ‘Fair Tax Index’14  will make a useful contribution to account-
ability in this important area 
During 2013 a first concept methodology and manual for a Fair Tax Index  is pre-tested in Uganda. 
The draft has been extensively discussed and reviewed by representatives of CSOs,  Revenue Au-
thorities and parliamentarians in Uganda. A second draft Fair Tax Index was than shared widely to 
be reviewed  by international economists (both experts in Tax Justice and index development) and 
CSO working on Tax Justice. It came out that the preferred approach on the Fair Tax Index is to fo-
cus in first instance on income inequality impact of the overall tax system (i.e. the potential of the 
overall tax system to increase or decrease inequality), and develop the index later into a wider Fair 
Tax Index, including other aspects such as perception of fairness, extent of transparency etc. Plans 
are underway to do research to include Egypt, Bangladesh, Nigeria and Mali in the FTI. 
 

4.3 Research and audiovisual materials 
 
Seven country-level baseline studies have been completed under the CRAFT project, a compilation 
of these studies into one consolidated report is ongoing. The essence of this composite is to high-
light the main issues and trends observed in the report so as to reveal general implications for tax 
policy in the developing world  as well as for the global advocacy agenda for tax justice. The consoli-
dation study shows the broad range of challenges faced by tax administrations of different countries. 

 

14
 In the original CRAFT proposal named Open Revenue Index 
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The study highlights in total 20 key issues that were observed in various baseline studies. Overarch-
ing these issues can be clustered to four broad themes: 1) Abuse of tax incentive mechanisms; 2) 
Low tax base and associated issues; 3) Weak tax bureaucracy; and 4) Corruption. 
 
During the first global CRAFT training, the use of audiovisual materials on tax (in)justice proved very 
effective. The screening of the documentary “We are not broke” inspired all participants to engage 
deeper with the issue. Therefore it was decided to use audiovisual materials more often.  Oxfam 
Novib subsequently funded the production of a documentary “The Tax Free Tour” – on the role of the 
Netherlands as tax conduit haven in the global financial system . This film and others have been 
translated and subtitled in French and Arabic under the CRAFT project in order be able to use them 
more widely. Some CRAFT partners also showed interest to screen an adapted version on their na-
tional television. 
 
 

4.4 Interactive website  
 
Since the CRAFT project is generating numerous valuable studies, training manuals and other 
documents it was decided in the course of 2012 to set up a website which is aimed at exchanging 
outputs and outcomes of CRAFT project for partners, donors and other stakeholders. Specifically 
this website will: 

o Facilitate linking and learning for  CRAFT partners by providing a space where CRAFT 
documents (research reports, Tax Policy Briefs, meeting reports, media content) can be cen-
trally stored and accessed by all partners.  

o Facilitate linking and learning  by CRAFT partners by providing a space for discussion and 
exchange of ideas on fair taxation among CRAFT partners (and other relevant stake-
holders?) 

o Present the CRAFT project (progress, output and outcomes) to potential donors 
o Disseminate CRAFT research data and experiences to other to other stakeholders 

At the same time we had to find a name for the site that is more meaningful and clear for outsiders 
than the acronym CRAFT. After much thought this has become MAKETAXFAIR. Which can be used 
both as website name and campaign title as it is an easy  and catchy way to express what the 
CRAFT project stands for. The design and construction of the website was discussed and com-
mented by the complete consortium during a global stakeholder meeting in order to reach maximum 
ownership under its main users. The website can be visited at: www.maketaxfair.net. At the same 
time, it was necessary to design a clear and attractive CRAFT logo in order to improve our external 
communication and enhance visibility. The site and logo are in use since the second quarter of 2013. 
 

 Homepage of www.maketaxfair.net 

http://www.maketaxfair.net/
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4.5 International collaboration and participation in tax events 
 
Through CRAFT, Oxfam Novib, TJN-A and partners are working between and across countries and 
leveraging local to global advocacy. CRAFT intends to ensure that the voices of citizens are heard 
so that they can challenge the decisions made by (global) leaders. Pan African networks that Oxfam 
and TJN-A are actively working with include the African Forum and Network on Debt and Develop-
ment (AFRODAD). During the period, TJN-A also had working relationships with institutions such as 
ATAF and the East African Community mostly in regards to the tax harmonization process, which 
are underway. Contact was also made with the West Africa Civil Society Forum who can be an in-
termediate of choice between national civil society organizations and ECOWAS especially in regards 
to the implementation of the ECOWAS Mining Directive.  
In January 2013 TJN-A and the EALA15 Committee on Communications jointly organized a consulta-
tive forum. From the discussions during the meeting it was evident that the main challenge in several 
East African countries is tax dodging, adverse investment policies favouring multinationals and unfair 
trade policies. 
During the World Social Forum (March 2013), TJN-A organized 5 tax justice events, which presented 
an opportunity for participants to get inspired on the issue of tax justice. These were: (1) Illicit finan-
cial flows (with Task Force on Financial Integrity); (2) Domestic resource mobilization and austerity 
(with Oxfam and War on Want); (3) Taxation of the extractive sector (with EJN South Africa and 
TWN); (4) Tax incentives and tax competition; (5)Tax Justice film festival. 
 
During the period TJN-A and other CRAFT partners attended and/or actively participated in the fol-
lowing international tax events: 

 TJN-A attended the African Union High Level Panel on Illicit Financial Flows from Africa 
(TJN-A August 2012)  

 SEATINI participated in a 2-day workshop of EABC16 in Kenya 

 SEATINI participated in 15th Africa Trade Network Review and Strategy meeting in Ghana;  

 Oxfam Novib and SEATINI attended the Financial Secrecy, Society and Vested interests 
Conference in Norway 

 Participation in Africa finance ministers summit of UNECA17 

 TJN-A organized together with Action Aid a global Tax Justice Retreat for Action Aid Country 
Offices and partners  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15
 EALA: East African Legislative Assembly 

16
 EABC: East Africa Business Council 

17
 UNECA: United Nations Economic Commission for Africa 
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